
18/5/20                        Sixth Class 

Hi again, as usual if you have any questions then let us know. We’d 

like to hear if you have any feedback also. We want to make sure 

you’re all still learning and interested as much possible. Keep up the 

good work! – Mr. Walsh (jwalsh6th@gmail.com) & Mr. Donoghue 

(dodonoghue6th@gmail.com) 

Note: continue Mental Maths and Spellbound as normal 

 

Maths:  

Chapter 28 – Representing & Interpreting data – pg. 174 

 

*A lot of calculating averages this week, which can get repetitive 

and frustrating, but stick with it and take a break in the middle of 

your math’s work if you are getting frustrated/annoyed/bored ☺ 

Monday: 

• Pg 174 B – 1,2 + 3 

• 174 C – 4 different answers needed, one for each column 

• 174 D – Similar to last week’s ‘Challenge Yourself’ – see below 

the answer for Q.1 from last week and this should help you 

with the 4 questions here 

 



 

 

Tuesday: 

• 175 A – Calculate the average for the 3 teams 

• 175 B – Be careful to only add their FIVE BEST scores 

• 175 C – Changing their 4 best times to seconds before adding 

them might make it easier (1min 40 sec = 100 sec) 

Wednesday: 

• 176 A – answer the questions based on the information on the 

spreadsheet (use a calculator if needed) 

• 176 B 

• 178 B 

Thursday: 

• 177 – Read the blue box a few times to revise how we made pie 

charts in 5th class 



o Find a simplified fraction for each number over the total  

o Using the simplified fraction, calculate that fraction of 

360 degrees (divide by bottom, multiply by top) 

o All your answers should then add up to 360 degrees 

o Then use your protractor to fill in each sector  

o Don’t forget to label each part like it’s shown in the book 

o I have attached blank templates you can use for the pie 

charts 

• 177 A 

• 178 C 

Friday: 

• 177 B – find the fraction of 360 for each sector (simplify) and 

then find that fraction of the total amount of people 

o example: door= 90/360 = ¼  

o ¼ of 72 = 18 

• 178 D 

• Attempt 178 E with somebody in your house – remember they 

must only have 2 options for their answer 

 

Irish: 

Caitheamh Aimsire 

8 spellings to learn – choose 2 for each day – write them out 3 times 

each and repeat out loud 

• An raibh an bua ag _____? - Did ______ win? 

• Cleachtadh a dhéanann máistreacht – Practice makes perfect 

• Comórtas – Tournament 

• Turas bóthair – road trip 

• Geansaí buí – yellow jersey 

• Reathaí – runner  



• Rothaí – cyclist  

• Imreoir – player  

 

Monday: 

• 122 B – questions vocab – write out the 6 questions in full 

• 125 A – read paragraphs on Wimbledon  + Tour de France x2 

• 125 B – answer questions 1-4 

 

Tuesday: 

• 125 A – read paragraphs 3 + 4 two times 

• 125 B – answer Q. 5-9 (9 asks your opinion on which do you 

think is the biggest competition and why) 

• Find the translations for the following words from the 4 

paragraphs: 

- Tennis tournament 

- Every summer 

- Thousands of people 

- Big tradition 

- In the lead 

- Different country 

- For the first time in 1924 

- 31 medals  

Wednesday 

• 129 H 1-8 

• 129 H part 2 – remember to use same structure, the book 

takes some words away in each sentence 

Thursday: 



• 126 C – Comhrá – read x2 and change roles if you do it with a 

partner 

• 126 D 1-6 full sentences 

Friday: 

• Scrúdú litriú ☺ 

• 128 G - Careful here  

- Read sentence first, what tense is it talking about?? 

- Try to find the word that shows the tense (inné, amárach, 

gach bliain etc) 

- Then make sure you add in the correct tense of Bí 

 

 

English: 

Monday: 

In Racing Ahead read the chapter “Hop-Along’s Dream” (p.172-181). 

Before you do though, flick through the chapter and look at the 

pictures. Write 3 predictions and 3 connections. Think of other 

books or films you’ve read/seen about animals or foxes and rabbits, 

and what you know about these animals. Full sentences. 

Tuesday: 

Some of the names in the story are chosen quite cleverly. Look up 

the following words in your dictionary and using the internet and 

explain why they were chosen as names for the animals: Lepus, 

Vulpes, Sionnach (this one is Gaeilge), Old Sage Brush, Skulking Dog.  

Wednesday:  

Complete C and E on page 182 of your Racing Ahead.  

Thursday: 

Complete D and F on pages 182 and 183 of your Racing Ahead. 



Friday: 

Write a page about Old Sage Brush and Hop-Along. Are they similar 

or different? How would you describe each one? Is Old Sage Brush a 

good leader? Will his dream change the way Hop-Along behaves?  

 

Geography:  

Monday (or when suits) 
Watch “The Story of Stuff” on YouTube. Keep in mind it’s from 

2009, so things have improved since then. In short the video looks at 

all the stages of making things that we buy, who is involved in it, and 

how we are buying and throwing away more than we should be. 

Answer the following questions: 

1. How does this relate to the environment and climate change?  

2. Is it fair for all workers involved in making our stuff? 

Why/Why not?  

3. What countries do you think are the worst affected by the 

pollution caused by all this buying/throwing away? 

4. Who do you think should be blamed the most for this system? 

5. Do you think it’s important to learn about this? 

6. Brainstorm and list 5 things we can do to help (e.g. buy from 

companies that are good to their employees, consume less, 

repair things instead of throwing them away). 

 

History:  

Tuesday (or when suits) 

History Quest 6  

Chapter 7 – The Great Famine 



• Read pg. 54-59 

• Choose and answer 4 questions from ‘Activity A’ on page 56 and 

4 questions from ‘Activity B on page 59. 

• Read and discuss briefly any questions that you did not choose 

to write down 

• From the pages you rea, write down 5 bullet points including 5 

pieces of new information you learned about The Great Famine 

Science: 

Wednesday (or when suits) 

Imagine you are working for a science lab at the beginning of the 

20th Century (1900s). You and your colleagues are beginning to 

realise the potential of electricity as an energy source. Write a 

persuasive piece to investors (people who will give you money) to 

convince them that electricity is the way forward. Explain why 

electricity is a better way of powering the world and all of the 

things that it can be used for. Why should they give you money to 

your lab to for new inventions? Why is electricity better than fossil 

fuels doing things by hand? 

 

 

 

Mindfulness 

Print off the page and each day, set a timer for 10-15 minutes long 

and work on colouring in the page. A great way to relax your mind 

and forget about what’s going on around you ☺ 

*Continue if it worked well last week, going outside for a cycle, walk, 

kick etc works just as good. 



 

 

 

Other: 

Make a poster project or PowerPoint project of the topic you 

researched last week. Include pictures, diagrams, and explanations 

in your own words. 

Make a trip to a garden centre and buy a potted plant that you can 

look after. Do a little bit of research into what it needs first. Will it 

help pollinators like bees and butterflies? It could be a herb like 

basil that you can use in a recipe? 

 

 


